When Should Virtual Cybercrime Be Brought under the Scope of the
Criminal Law?
Abstract. This paper is about the question when virtual cybercrime should be brought under the scope of the criminal law.
By virtual cybercrime I mean crime that involves a specific aspect of computers or computer networks: virtuality. Examples
of virtual cybercrime are: virtual child pornography, theft of virtual items and the killing of an avatar (a virtual person).
Drawing from philosophical ontology and legal philosophy I will establish what the necessary and sufficient conditions are
for virtual cybercrime to obtain in order to count as crime under criminal law. I will also examine when virtual cybercrime
meets these criteria.
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Introduction
The advent of computer technology has given rise to a new type of crime: cybercrime, which is crime that involves the use of computers or computer networks. Examples of cybercrime are: the spread of computer viruses,
e-fraud and the distribution of child pornography by means of the Internet. The newest generation of cybercrime
is virtual cybercrime. Virtual cybercrime is crime that involves a specific aspect of computers or computer networks: virtuality. For example, virtual child pornography, which does not consist of photographs or film material of real children engaged in sexually explicit conduct, but of entirely computer-simulated images of virtual
children. And in the Netherlands, for instance, several minors were convicted of theft for the stealing of virtual
items in the virtual worlds of the online multiplayer computer games Habbo and RuneScape. One of these cases
was decided by the highest court in the Netherlands [1]. In Japan, finally, the police investigated the case of a
woman who “killed” an avatar (a virtual person) in the virtual world of the online multiplayer computer game
MapleStory [2]. But should acts like the aforementioned really be treated as crimes under criminal law? This paper aims to answer that question.
The abovementioned question belongs to the field of legal ontology. Ontology is the study of being,
which is a branch of philosophy that is concerned with the questions of which kinds of things exist and how they
are categorized according to their differences and similarities. Legal ontology is an applied form of ontology
that is specifically concerned with the question of how things are categorized under law. Legal ontology does
not only study how existing things are categorized under law, but also how new things should be categorized
under law [3].
This paper will study when the new phenomenon of virtual cybercrime should be categorized as crime
under criminal law. This study will consist of the following three steps:
1.
2.
3.

Empirical exploration: what is virtual cybercrime and how, if at all, is it treated within existing legal
systems?
Philosophical analysis: what are necessary and sufficient conditions for virtual cybercrime to obtain in
order to count as crime under existing law?
Moral evaluation: when does virtual cybercrime meet these criteria?1

The first section of this paper will be concerned with the first step. It will study how cybercrime is
treated within existing legal systems, provide a definition of cybercrime and determine the scope of the term.
Then it will study the different meanings of the term “virtual” and define the term so that it can be explained
what the new legal phenomenon of virtual cybercrime entails. At last, it will examine how virtual cybercrime is
treated within existing legal systems, provide a definition of the term virtual cybercrime and determine its scope.
In the second section of the paper I will establish what the necessary and sufficient conditions are for virtual cybercrime to obtain in order to count as a crime under existing law, which is the second step. I will analyze virtual cybercrime from the point of view of ontology and legal philosophy. I will establish that, in order to count as
a crime under existing law, it is a necessary condition for a virtual cybercrime that it has an extravirtual
consequence (a consequence outside the virtual environment). And that that is also a sufficient condition if the
consequence is of such a nature that it can legitimate an interference with the liberty of citizens by means of
penal law on the basis of one of Feinberg's liberty-limiting principles: the harm principle, the offense principle,
legal paternalism or legal moralism. In the third section I will examine when the extravirtual consequence(s) of
virtual cybercrime are of such a nature that (one of) the aforementioned liberty limiting principles can be
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invoked. This is the third step. Ultimately, I will come to the conclusion that virtual cybercrime should be
brought under the scope of the criminal law when it results in extravirtual harm to others, offense, harm to the
self or evils of other kinds.

1 Virtual Cybercrime: Legal Positioning, Definition and Scope
In this section I will examine what virtual cybercrime is and how, if at all, it is treated within existing legal systems. I will start with a description of the developing field of cybercrime. Against this background I will provide
a definition of cybercrime and determine the scope of the term. Then I will study the different meanings of the
term “virtual” and define the term so that I can explain what the new legal phenomenon of virtual cybercrime
entails. Next, I will examine how virtual cybercrime is treated within existing legal systems. At last, I will
provide a definition of the term virtual cybercrime and determine its scope. Note that I will define (virtual) cybercrime in general terms so that the definition in principle applies to any country or jurisdiction worldwide.
1.1 Background: the Developing Field of Cybercrime
Crime is generally understood as a human act (or omission) prohibited by law. The prefix “cyber” refers to the
use of computers or computer networks; it means “computer-mediated” [4,5,6]. Cybercrime thus consists of any
computer-mediated human act that is prohibited by law.
Cybercrime poses a challenge, because the use of computers and computer networks allows for “new
and different forms of (…) [human] activity that evade the reach of existing penal law” [7]. On the one hand, the
use of computers or computer networks allows for new varieties of anti-social human activity that did not exist
before the advent of computers and computer networks, e.g. the spread of computer viruses [5,7,8]. On the other
hand, computers and computer networks can be used as a tool to commit traditional crimes, such as fraud, in different ways [5,6,7,8). Legislators continuously need to determine which of the new and different forms of human activity that the use of computers and computer networks allows for have to be prohibited and which not.
They have to enact new legal prohibitions in order to prohibit the new forms of human activity that computers or
computer networks allow for or make existing legal prohibitions sufficiently broad as to include the different
forms of human activity that computers and computer networks allow for. Mostly, the enactment of new penal
provisions or the extension of existing penal provisions takes place at a national level. Which new and different
types of human activity involving the use of computers and computer networks are outlawed precisely, varies
significantly according to national legal systems, but there is a common ground [7].
The most familiar and most important international initiative to develop penal law aimed at cybercrime
is the Convention on Cybercrime [6], which has been ratified by most member states of the Council of Europe
and some other states, i.e. the United States of America and Japan. It is the only binding international instrument
on this issue to have been adopted to date. The Convention on Cybercrime establishes “a common minimum
standard of relevant offences” [6]. It defines nine types of new and different human activities involving the use
of computers or computer networks and State Parties to the Convention agree to establish them as criminal
offences under their domestic law, if they have not yet done so. The first five offence categories are: illegal
access, illegal interception, data interference, system interference and misuse of devices. They concern new
forms of human activity that did not exist before the advent of computers and computer networks. That is
because they can only be carried out through the use of computers or computer networks. Since these offence
categories concern new forms of human activity, they require signatory states to enact new legal prohibitions, if
they did not prohibit these activities yet [7,8]. They can be classified under the heading “computer crime” [5].
The next four offence categories are: computer-related forgery, computer-related fraud, offences related to
(virtual) child pornography and offences related to infringements of copyright and related rights. They concern
traditional crimes where computers or computer networks are used as a tool to commit the crime in a different
way. Because states will already have criminalized these traditional crimes, these offence categories require
them to make their existing laws sufficiently broad to extend to situations involving computers or computer
networks if they did not do so yet [6]. They can be classified under the heading “computer-facilitated crime” [5].
Many states that have signed the Convention on Cybercrime have also signed its Additional Protocol
[9], which criminalizes the following four types of human acts if committed through a computer system: the dissemination of racist and xenophobic material, racist and xenophobic motivated threat, racist and xenophobic
motivated insult and denial, gross minimization, approval or justification of genocide or crimes against humanity. All of them are computer-facilitated crimes; the Additional Protocol aims to extend the penal law that
already exists in most signatory states to the commission of traditional crimes through the Internet [9].
Last, the Convention on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse [10],
which has been signed by most of the member states of the Council of Europe, establishes another relevant
offence category. The aforementioned Convention obliges signatory states to take the necessary legislative or
other measures to criminalize the solicitation of children for sexual purposes (“grooming”) through information

and communication technologies. Grooming is a computer-facilitated crime: computers or computer networks
are used as a tool to establish contacts that could also be established by means of non-electronic
communications. Not all countries prohibit non-electronic variants of grooming, however, and the
aforementioned provision explicitly does not include them either [10]. It thus differs from country to country
whether the provision on grooming requires signatory states to extend an existing legal prohibition or to enact a
new legal prohibition.
1.1.1 Definition and Scope of Cybercrime
Against the aforementioned background cybercrime can be defined as any new or different human act that is
carried out through the use of computers or computer networks and is prohibited by the enactment of a new or
the extension of an existing law. It differs from country to country which behaviors involving the use of computers or computer networks are outlawed. The Convention on Cybercrime, its Additional Protocol and the Convention on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse provide a list of new and
different human acts involving the use of computers or computer networks that are commonly prohibited, i.e. illegal access, illegal interception, data interference, system interference, misuse of devices, computer-related forgery, computer-related fraud, offences related to child pornography, offences related to infringements of copyright and related rights, acts of a racist and xenophobic nature that are committed through computer systems and
“grooming.”
1.2 Meaning of the Term “ Virtual”
The adjective “virtual” has both a pre-computer, traditional meaning and a computer-based meaning [12]. The
pre-computer, traditional meaning of the adjective “virtual” is twofold. Firstly, virtual in this sense can mean
“quasi” or “pseudo” [11]. Secondly, virtual in this sense can mean “imaginary”, “make-believe” or “fake” [12].
There is no consensus on the computer-based meaning of the adjective “virtual.” There are countless
definitions, each focusing on a particular context [11]. What the adjective “virtual” means precisely, seems to be
dependent on its context. Below I will discuss the computer-based meaning of the term “virtual” in different
contexts that will prove of importance for this paper.
In principle, the term “virtual” can refer to “anything that is created or carried by a computer and that
mimics a “real” entity”, e.g. virtual memory [12]. Virtual memory is memory that is not actually built into the
computer. It is a computer simulation of physical memory and can effectively function as such [12].
The term “virtual” can also be used in the specific context of a “virtual world”. A virtual world is an
interactive, computer-simulated environment that is accessed by multiple users at the same time [11]. The first
virtual worlds began to appear in the late 1970s. They were text-based online computer games known as MUDs
(Multi-User Dungeons). MUD players created a fantasy world only using text. The next stage, graphical MUDs,
started in the mid-1980s. They were image- rather than text-based fantasy worlds. In the twenty-first century
graphical MUDs evolved into MMORPGs (massively multi-player online role-playing games). The increased
internet access speed and the improved computer-processing power allowed for more complicated graphics,
such as 3-D visuals. The vast majority of MMORPGs can still be described as fantasy worlds. But over the last
decade a few virtual worlds have arisen that eschew the fantasy-based role-playing game play common to
MMORPGs. They offer “an augmented version of reality” [4]. Such virtual worlds are called “metaverses” [4].
The users of virtual worlds represent themselves by means of an “avatar”. In graphical virtual worlds
an avatar is a graphical object, which usually has a human-like form. In text-based virtual worlds it is a nickname. Through their avatars users interact with each other and with virtual objects. Virtual objects are merely
images that represent certain physical objects, e.g. cars.
Lastly, the term “virtual” can be used in the context of “virtual reality.” Virtual reality consists, just
like a MMORPG, of an interactive, computer-simulated environment with 3-D visuals. But virtual reality differs
from MMORGPs in two important aspects. First of all, users do not experience the three-dimensional, interactive, computer-simulated environment through an avatar, but through their own eyes and other senses. Secondly,
virtual realities do not offer multi-access yet, at least not beyond a very limited degree, so users will mainly
interact with objects instead of other users [11]. Virtual reality is designed to exploit the sensory systems of
human beings so as to produce a sense of presence in those environments [13]. Virtual reality technology first
emerged in the 1980s. It consists of a head-mounted display and a dataglove or datasuit attached to a computer.
As the user navigates through and interacts with the computer-simulated environment, the computer gives
sensory feedback through the dataglove or datasuit [12]. Highly advanced datagloves can, for instance, make the
user feel resistance when s/he grabs a computer-simulated object in the computer-simulated environment [11].
Virtual reality technologies are used to simulate both real and imaginary environments. In medicine, they are for
instance used to simulate anatomical structures and medical procedures, for example for the training and
education of surgeons [12].

In his dissertation, Søraker has done extensive research on the computer-based meaning of the term
“virtual”. He comes to the conclusion that “computer simulation” and “interactivity” constitute the essence of
the computer-based meaning of the term “virtual” [11]. Søraker provides the following generic definition of the
term “virtual”: a virtual x is an “interactive, computer-simulated x (or, x, made possible by interactive computer
simulation)” [11]. This definition focuses exclusively on virtual worlds and excludes from its scope things that
are created of carried by a computer and mimic a real thing, such as virtual memory, because they are not interactive. Since these things should, for the purposes of this paper, be included in the scope of the definition of the
term “virtual” I will make use of a generic definition of the term “virtual” that does not necessarily include interactivity. I will take “virtual” to mean computer-simulated or made possible by computer simulation. The computer simulation may or may not be interactive.
1.2.1 State of the Art: Virtual Cybercrime
Applying the above-mentioned definition of the term “virtual”, virtual cybercrime can be described as cybercrime that is carried out through the use of a specific feature of computers and computer networks, namely computer simulation. It is computer-simulated crime or crime, made possible by computer simulation. Virtual cybercrime thus consists of a computer-simulated human act or a human act made possible by computer simulation,
that is prohibited by law.
The distinction between a computer-simulated human act and a human act made possible by computer
simulation is an important one and should, therefore, be highlighted. A computer-simulated human act is an act
that is virtual in itself. When someone performs a computer-simulated act, s/he acts in a virtual environment
through an input device. An example of a computer-simulated human act is the shooting of a bear in the virtual
environment of a computer game. Such a computer-simulated human act consists of three steps. First, a human
being performs a bodily action, e.g. the pressing of a button. Second, the computer simulation interprets the bodily action as a particular command, e.g. “shoot the bear”. Third, the computer simulation makes the changes to
the virtual environment (and possibly to the non-virtual world as well) that are required by the command, e.g.
the bear in the virtual environment is death. A human act made possible by computer simulation is an act that is
not virtual in itself, but that is defined in terms of a virtual object. Computer simulation is the condition of possibility for such an act and the nature of that act is partly determined by features of the computer simulation
[11]. The production, possession or distribution of virtual child pornography is an example of a human act made
possible by computer simulation. The aforementioned act is not virtual in itself, but defined in terms of a virtual
object: virtual child pornography. Virtual child pornographic images are child pornographic images which, although realistic, do not involve a child really engaged in sexually explicit conduct. They are either morphed pictures of real children or entirely computer-generated images [6]. Virtual child pornographic images are thus
made possible by computer simulation. The nature of the act of producing, distributing and possessing them is
partly determined by the features of the computer simulation, because it does not involve (the profiting from)
child abuse, as opposed to the production, distribution and possession of non-virtual child pornographic images.
In fact, the production, possession or distribution of virtual child pornography is the only human act involving computer simulation that is commonly prohibited. The Convention on Cybercrime’s prohibition on
child pornography, as was discussed in section 1.1.1, includes the production, possession and distribution of virtual child pornography in its scope [6]. Not all states that have ratified the Convention on Cybercrime have
criminalized the production, possession and distribution of virtual child pornography, however. Iceland,
Scotland and the United States of America have reserved the right not to apply the prohibition on virtual child
pornography [14]. The production, possession and distribution of virtual child pornography is thus not as
commonly prohibited as the production, possession or distribution of non-virtual child pornography.
Dutch case law provides another example of a human act made possible by computer simulation that
has been brought under the scope of penal law. In 2009 Dutch judges have convicted several minors of theft, because they had stolen virtual items in the virtual worlds of online multiplayer computer games. Three minors
were convicted of theft for the stealing of virtual furniture in the virtual world of the online multiplayer computer game Habbo [15]. By means of deceit the perpetrators obtained the usernames and passwords of other
Habbo players, so that they could access the other players’ accounts and transfer their virtual furniture to their
own Habbo accounts. In a similar case, two minors were convicted of theft for stealing a virtual amulet and a
virtual mask in the virtual world of the online multiplayer computer game RuneScape [16]. The perpetrators had
violently forced another player of RuneScape to give them access to his account, so that they could transfer his
virtual amulet and virtual mask to their own RuneScape accounts. This judgement was confirmed by the Dutch
Supreme Court [1]. The acts of stealing in these cases were not virtual in themselves, because they involved
out-of-the-game infractions (deceit, violence). But they were defined in terms of virtual objects (the virtual
items stolen). There have not yet been comparable penalties in other jurisdictions [1]. 2
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Examples of computer-simulated crime are only found in the legal literature as opposed to in actual law
[e.g. 4,5,17]. The most well-known example of a computer-simulated crime is the virtual “rape” that was described by Julian Dibbel in a much-debated 1993 paper. Dibbel describes how a user represented by an avatar
named Mr. Bungle took control over other users' avatars in the virtual environment of LambdaMOO and forced
their avatars, through his own avatar, to engage in sexual activities they did not consent to [18]. LambdaMOO
was a text-based MOO-MUD: a MUD that mainly aimed at social interaction with other users [4]. There have
not been penalties with regard to computer-simulated crime yet.
Unlike the virtual worlds of computer games, virtual reality technologies have not yet been exploited
for criminal activities, at least there have not yet been reported cases of crime instrumented by virtual reality
technologies. That is because virtual realities do not yet offer multi-access or at least not beyond a very limited
degree. Except for rare cases of “victimless” crimes, such as gambling or drunk-driving, crimes generally victimize another person. And thus virtual realities are not likely to provide new opportunities for crime until they
become multi-accessible on a larger scale.
Finally, it is important to note that none of the virtual cybercrimes listed above concern new human
activities; they are all different forms of traditional crimes. Virtual cybercrime consists either of a computersimulated traditional crime or of a traditional crime that is defined in terms of a computer-simulated person or
object. Therefore, it only requires legislators to extend existing laws and not to enact new ones.
1.2.2 Definition and Scope of Virtual Cybercrime
Against this background, virtual cybercrime can be defined as a computer-simulated human act or a human act
made possible by computer simulation that is prohibited by the extension of an existing law. The scope of virtual cybercrime is unclear, however. Currently, the production, possession and distribution of virtual child pornography is the only virtual cybercrime that is commonly prohibited, although not as commonly as non-virtual
child pornography. Putative virtual cybercrimes are, for example, virtual rape and theft of virtual items. This
computer-simulated human acts and human act made possible by computer simulation are not (commonly)
prohibited yet. In the next section I will examine what the necessary and sufficient conditions are for a
computer-simulated human act or a human act made possible by computer simulation to obtain in order to be
prohibited under existing law so that I can ultimately determine the scope of the term “virtual cybercrime”.

2 Virtual Cybercrime: Necessary and Sufficient Conditions
It was established in the last section that the production, distribution and possession of virtual child pornography
is the only virtual cybercrime that is commonly prohibited. Since it would be a fallacy to make a general statement about virtual cybercrime on the basis of one specific instance of virtual cybercrime, an empirical study of
the law does not suffice to answer the question what the necessary and sufficient conditions are for a computersimulated human act or a human act made possible by computer simulation to obtain in order to be prohibited
under existing law. Therefore, I will study virtual cybercrime from a different point of view. As was stated in
the introduction, the study of virtual cybercrime belongs to the field of legal ontology. Applied forms of ontology often put to use the tools of philosophical ontology in order to categorize things within a specific domain. I
will make use of this method and put to use the tools of the philosophical ontology of the American philosopher
Searle in order to categorize virtual cybercrime within existing law. I choose to draw from Searle’s work, because he provides the most influential recent social ontology, which is an ontology that does not focus on matters of biology and physics, but on matters of society, and pays special attention to the law. Next I will make use
of legal philosophy to reflect on the outcome of the ontological analysis.
2.1 Ontological Analysis
Searle distinguishes a special class of facts: institutional facts. Institutional facts are facts that only exist by human agreement or acceptance. They come into being, because people or authorities impose status functions on
things. A good example of an institutional fact is money. Money exists because we have imposed the status
function of legal tender on pieces of paper and metal. Status functions are imposed by means of “constitutive
rules” that have the following form: “X counts as Y (in context C)” [19]. An example of a constitutive rule is:
the Euro (X) counts as a legal tender (Y) in certain EU-member countries, which are collectively known as the
Eurozone (C). Penal provisions are also constitutive rules. They typically indicate that a certain human act (X)
counts as a crime (Y) in a particular jurisdiction (C). Penal provisions are a special kind of constitutive rules, because they precisely specify the conditions under which the institutional fact (the crime) is created . They take
the following form: for any x that satisfies a certain set of conditions p, x has status Y in C [19]. Consider, for
example, the US penal prohibition on murder. This penal provision makes it the case that any act (x) that

satisfies the conditions of unlawful killing of a human being with malice aforethought (p) counts as murder (Y)
in the jurisdiction of the United States (C) [21].
In legal terms, the conditions that a human act needs to satisfy in order to count as a crime are called
elements. The specific elements required vary depending on the crime, but there are two basic elements that are
required by each crime: an actus reus (an unlawful act or failure to act) and a mens rea (a blameworthy mental
state, usually it is required that the actor acts knowingly, purposely or recklessly). 3 In fact, all crimes also require, implicitly or explicitly, that the actus reus must have a certain consequence, e.g. the death or injury of a
person or a loss of property. This common element is called causation.
In the case of virtual cybercrime the basic elements of a crime can be satisfied “intravirtually” (within
the virtual environment where the act takes place) or “extravirtually” (outside its virtual environment).4 The element of actus reus can be satisfied either intravirtually or extravirtually. A computer-simulated human act satisfies the element of actus reus intravirtually, because such an act is committed within a virtual environment
through an input device. A human act made possible by computer simulation satisfies the element of actus reus
extravirtually, because such an act, although it is defined in terms of a virtual object, takes place outside the virtual environment. The element of mens rea can only be satisfied extravirtually, even when the element of actus
reus is satisfied intravirtually. That is because the element of mens rea concerns the mental state of the human
actor, who is necessarily extravirtual.5 This does not mean that, in the case of an intravirtual actus reus, the
mental state of the actor is judged entirely independently from the virtual environment in which the act has
taken place; for circumstances in the virtual environment can indicate whether s/he has acted knowingly,
willingly or purposely. Like the element of actus reus, the element of causation can be satisfied either
intravirtually or extravirtually. The element of causation is satisfied intravirtually when the actus reus has a
consequence within the virtual environment and extravirtually when it has a consequence outside the virtual
environment. It should be noted that where the element of causation is satisfied, within or outside the virtual environment, is not dependent on where the element of actus reus is satisfied: an intravirtual actus reus can have
an extravirtual consequence and vice versa.
Where the element of causation is satisfied, intravirtually or extravirtually, is of crucial importance,
because it determines the context (C) in which the crime status (Y) of a computer-simulated human act or
human act made possible by computer simulation (X) holds. A computer-simulated human act or human act
made possible by computer simulation (X) that satisfies the element of causation (p) intravirtually cannot count
as a crime (Y) in the context of the non-virtual world (C), but may count as a crime (Y) in the context of its
virtual environment (C). A computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation
(X) that satisfies the element of causation (p) extravirtually counts as a crime (Y) in the context of the nonvirtual world (C).
The context (C) in which the crime status (Y) of a computer-simulated human act or human act made
possible by computer simulation (X) holds, its virtual environment or the non-virtual world, determines whether
or not the act can be included in the scope of an existing penal provision. Penal law does not apply within virtual
environments. This is often explained in terms of a “magic circle”. In short, the magic circle is a metaphorical
line which separates the virtual from the non-virtual realm and excludes penal law from virtual environments;
regulation of conduct within these environments is left to the moderators or users. 6 It is important to note that
the rules that are set up by the moderator or users and govern the virtual environment may constitute the same
crimes as we know in the non-virtual world, but they may also prohibit conduct that does not constitute a crime
in the non-virtual world or allow for things that are prohibited in the non-virtual world. A computer-simulated
human act or a human act made possible by computer simulation that only counts as a crime in its virtual
environment thus triggers remedies within that virtual environment, but not penal law. A computer-simulated
human act or human act made possible by computer simulation that counts as a crime in the non-virtual world
crosses the metaphorical line of the magic circle and is, therefore, within the reach of penal law. Other authors
[4,17, 20] have reached similar conclusions.
Consider the following example. Most countries prohibit various aspects of the production, trade and
possession of certain drugs, because they can cause severe health problems to the people who use them. Within
the virtual world of SecondLife users can produce, trade, possess and use a drug called “Seclimine” through their
avatars [25]. The computer-simulated human act of producing, trading or possessing Seclimine in SecondLife
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satisfies the element of causation that is implicit in this actus reus intravirtually. After all, Seclimine can only be
used through an avatar within the virtual world of SecondLife and can, therefore, not cause severe health
problems to the person behind the avatar. Since the computer-simulated human act of producing, selling or possessing Seclimine within SecondLife (X) satisfies the element of causation (p) intravirtually, it cannot count as a
crime (Y) in the context of the non-virtual world (C). If the rules of SecondLife prohibit the producing, selling or
possessing of Seclimine, the act does count as a crime in the context of its virtual environment though.
Consider another example. Many countries legally restrict gambling. Gambling is illegal in these
countries unless it complies with certain regulations made under law. In some countries, for example New
Zealand, individual persons who participate in illegal gambling are held liable under criminal law. The actus
reus of illegal gambling can be defined as the unlawful betting or wagering of money or something else of
value. This actus reus implies a certain consequence: financial gain or loss. On the Internet one can gamble
illegally in a virtual casino on a virtual slot machine with real, non-virtual money. The computer-simulated
human act of illegal gambling on a virtual slot machine with real money satisfies the element of causation that is
implicit in this actus reus extravirtually. After all, the money gained or lost is not virtual. Since the act of illegal
gambling on a virtual slot machine with real money (X) satisfies the element of causation (p) extravirtually, it
counts as a crime (Y) in the context of the non-virtual world (C) and can thus be brought under the scope of the
penal prohibition on illegal gambling that some countries apply.
Sometimes a computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation (X)
can satisfy the actus reus element and the attendant element of causation of one crime intravirtually and,
thereby, satisfy the actus reus element and the attendant element of causation of another crime extravirtually.
Such an act counts, therefore, as crime Y in the context of its virtual environment (C) and as crime Z in the
context of the non-virtual world (C). Consider the following example. Several media reported the case of a 43year-old Japanese woman who “killed” the avatar her own avatar was married to in the virtual world of the
online multiplayer computer game MapleStory, because it had suddenly divorced her avatar. The woman had
hacked into the account of the person behind her virtual husband and deleted his avatar. When the person found
out, he called the police. The police investigated the case and even arrested the woman at her home, but she was
never formally charged (see e.g. http://news.sky.com/home/world-news/article/15127170). Provided that the
deleting of an avatar is indeed considered manslaughter in the virtual environment of MapleStory, the act of the
Japanese woman satisfies both the actus reus element (killing) and the element of causation (the death of the
avatar) of that crime intravirtually. After all, both the act of killing and the death of the avatar occur within the
virtual environment of MapleStory. But the death of the avatar in MapleStory also has a consequence in the nonvirtual world; for the user who was represented by the avatar has lost his virtual alter ego. As was explained in
section 1.1.1 countries also commonly prohibit the deterioration of computer data without right (article 4
Convention on Cybercrime). Since an avatar consists of computer data, we could say that the killing of the
avatar equals the deterioration of (a set of) computer data. And since the woman illegally accessed the account
of the user the avatar represented, it is also without right. 7 By satisfying the elements of the crime of
manslaughter intravirtually, the Japanese woman who killed another user’s avatar in MapleStory thus satisfies
the elements of the crime of deterioration of computer data extravirtually. In sum, the computer-simulated
human act of killing an avatar (X), which counts as manslaughter (Y) in the context of its virtual environment
(C), counts as deterioration of computer data (Z) in the context of the non-virtual world (C).8
In conclusion, a computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation
that satisfies the elements of a crime can only be brought under the scope of an existing penal provision if it
counts as a crime in the non-virtual world. It does if it satisfies the element of causation extravirtually. So, in
order to be brought under the scope of existing penal law, it is a necessary condition for a computer-simulated
human act or human act made possible by computer simulation that satisfies the elements of a crime that it
satisfies the element of causation extravirtually. But is that also a sufficient condition? Or are there other
conditions to be met? As will be explained below, the answer to these questions depends on the stand one takes
in the legal philosophical debate between legal positivists and natural law theorists.
2.2 The Debate between Legal Positivists and Natural Law Theorists
In legal philosophy there are two main, rival, theories about the content of the law: legal positivism and natural
law theory. Legal positivists, like Austin, claim that laws may have any content. They would thus say that legislators and judiciaries are free to bring any computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation that has an extravirtual consequence and satisfies the (other) elements of a crime under the
7

It should probably be added that this already constitutes a crime in itself and that the woman could, therefore, also be held
liable for illegal access (“hacking”).
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The distinction among the three above-mentioned types of virtual human acts and the different contexts in which their status
function holds, derives from Brey [26].

scope of penal law. By contrast, natural law theorists think that the content of laws is determined by their relation to morality. Classical natural law, which was originally developed by ancient philosophers such as Plato
and Cicero and further elaborated by Thomas Aquinas, maintains that there is a necessary connection between
law and morality and that an immoral law is no law. Typically, there is a particular theory of morality conjoined
with that view: that the moral order is part of the natural order and that something is morally right if it is consistent with a natural purpose or end, such as survival [27]. Natural law theorists would say that legislators and judiciaries can only bring a computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation
that has an extravirtual consequence under the scope of penal law if the extravirtual consequence consists of a
violation of a moral principle.
The contemporary debate on the content of the law is dominated by the legal philosophers Hart [28]
and Dworkin [29] and interpretations of their work. Their theories have developed such a level of subtlety and
sophistication that the traditional labels of legal positivism and natural law theory hardly apply anymore, however [27]. For the purposes of this paper only the common ground between Hart's and Dworkin's theory of law is
of importance. Both Hart and Dworkin agree that the law is open to arguments that are grounded in moral
principles. Taking this assumption as a starting point, Van der Burg argues that the law is most strongly open to
moral argument with regard to special fields or issues that are still developing, such as biotechnology or ICT
[30]. This claim can be explained as follows. As was discussed in the section 1.1, developing fields or issues
such as biotechnology or ICT give rise to new and different forms of human activity that evade the reach of existing penal law, such as virtual cybercrime. It is not always clear how penal law should deal with them and this
uncertainty is exhibited in the case of virtual cybercrime. Moral principles can be used to understand, analyze
and evaluate arguments about how the penal law should deal with these new and different forms of human activity [30]. Yet the question arises which moral principles can help to determine how the penal law should deal
with virtual cybercrime. Answering this question will be the aim of the next subsection.
2.2.1 Which Moral Principles Can Help to Determine How the Penal Law Should Deal with Virtual
Cybercrime?
The general question of what moral principles are of importance to determine which human conduct should be
criminalized and which not is extensively treated in Feinberg's voluminous work The Moral Limits of the Criminal Law, which consists of four separate books. Feinberg points out that when legislators or judiciaries bring
a certain human act under the scope of a penal provision, citizens are no longer “at liberty” to perform that act
[31]. According to Feinberg such an interference with the liberty of citizens by means of penal law is usually legitimated on the basis of one of the following liberty-limiting principles: the harm principle, the offense principle, legal paternalism or legal moralism [33]. I will discuss each of these liberty-limiting principles below.
The first liberty-limiting principle, the harm principle, originally derives from Mill. The harm principle
entails “that the only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilised community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others’’ [34]. For reasons of clarity it needs to be emphasized that
Feinberg, contrary to Mill, does not believe that the harm principle is the only valid principle for legal coercion:
after all he thinks that there are also other liberty-limiting principles [31]. Clearly, the harm principle crucially
depends on what is understood by harm [35]. Mill never explicitly defined harm, but Feinberg has done so. He
distinguishes between harm in a non-normative sense, which he defines as a setback to interest, and harm in a
normative sense, which he defines as a wrong, that is a violation of rights caused by morally indefensible conduct [31]. Conduct is morally indefensible if it cannot be justified or excused, e.g. because the victim him- or
herself voluntarily consented to a setback of his or her own interests. Feinberg claims that only setbacks to interests that are wrongs, and wrongs that are setbacks to interests can count as harms for the purposes of the harm
principle. He thus defines harm, for the purposes of the harm principle, as a wrongful setback to an interest.
One's interests, or more accurately, the things these interests are in, are components of one's well-being. The interests that form the basic requisites of one's well-being are called “welfare interests” and they are protected by
law [31]. Welfare interests include: the interest in the continuance of one's life for a foreseeable interval, the interest in bodily integrity and the interest in the security of property. Examples of penal provisions that protect
the aforementioned welfare interests are, respectively: prohibitions on murder, prohibitions on rape and prohibitions on theft. At last it should be added that harms can not only be suffered by an individual person, but also by
society as a whole. Harms that are suffered by society as a whole consist of wrongful setbacks to “public” interests, such as the interest in political and economic stability or the interest in a clean environment [31]. Examples of penal provisions that protect the aforementioned public interests are, respectively: the prohibition on
treason, the prohibition on counterfeiting and antipollution ordinances [31, 7].
The second liberty-limiting principle, the offense principle, is not concerned with (private or public)
harm, but with offense. Like harm, offense can be defined both in a non-normative and a normative sense. The
former includes in its reference all kinds of disliked mental states, such as disgust, shame, embarrassment and
fear. The latter refers to those states when caused by the wrongful conduct of others. Only offense in this latter

sense is intended in the offense principle. Offensive conduct of others is wrongful if it deprives “the unwilling
spectators of the power to determine for themselves whether or not to undergo a certain experience”, which is a
violation of the right to privacy in the sense of autonomy [33]. The offense principle should not be invoked too
easily. Legislators or judiciaries who want to prohibit wrongful offensive conduct have to balance the seriousness of the offense caused (e.g. its intensity and duration) against the independent reasonableness of the offender’s conduct (e.g. if wrongful offensive conduct is performed at a location where it is common and known
to be common, it is less unreasonable than it would be at a location where it is rare and unexpected) [33]. Examples of penal provisions that are based on the offensive principle are: prohibitions on open lewdness, indecent
exposure, solicitation and the distribution or sale of pornography [31].
The third liberty-limiting principle, legal paternalism, is concerned with harm again, like the first liberty-limiting principle: the harm principle. Contrary to the harm principle, legal paternalism is not concerned with
harm to others, but with harm to the self. Legal paternalism entails that it is a good and relevant reason in support of a penal prohibition that is prevents harm to the actor him- or herself [36]. The interference with a person's liberty is justified by reasons referring exclusively to the welfare interests of the person coerced [38]. According to Feinberg there are two types of paternalism: hard (presumptively blamable) paternalism and soft
(presumptively nonblamable) paternalism. Hard paternalism justifies interference with entirely voluntary selfregarding harmful behavior of people for their own good. Soft paternalism “consists of defending relatively
helpless or vulnerable people from external dangers, including harm from other people when the protected
parties have not voluntarily consented to the risk (...)” [36]. A person’s self-regarding harmful behavior is substantially nonvoluntary when the choice to perform it stems from coercion, drugs or other voluntariness-vitiating
factors and is, therefore, alien to him or her as the choices of someone else. Feinberg thinks that the latter type
of paternalism is actually no kind of paternalism at all, because it authorizes the restraint of behavior that
threatens a person with harm that, although it does not come from another person, is equally “other” from himor herself [36]. Feinberg, therefore, focuses on hard paternalism. Examples of penal provisions that are based on
legal paternalism are: prohibitions on the possession and use of psychoactive drugs and gambling as well as requirements, enforced by criminal sanctions, such as that motorcyclists wear crash helmets and that motorists use
seat belts [31]. Most of these penal provisions can, however, not only be defended on the ground that the actors
themselves need to be protected from the harmful consequences of their own acts (legal paternalism), but also
on the ground that social harm needs to be prevented generally (the harm principle). That is because there is always a public interest involved, at least to a small extent, when people harm themselves. Think, for instance, of
tax money spent on healthcare costs [36].
The last liberty-limiting principle, legal moralism, is not concerned with harm or offense, but with evils
of other kinds. According to Feinberg there are two types of legal moralism: pure and impure moralism. Pure
moralism entails that “it can be morally legitimate (...) to prohibit conduct on the ground that it is inherently immoral, even though it causes neither harm nor offense to the actor or to others” [39]. Impure moralism refers to
the approach of some writers in legal philosophy who are called legal moralists, although the basic appeal in
their arguments is to the harm or offense principle [39]. Of them Lord Devlin is the best known. Lord Devlin
claims that human conduct is sometimes prohibited solely because society finds it immoral. He argues that it is
legitimate for society to legislate against immorality, because society is kept together by the invisible bonds of a
common morality, and would fall apart if these bonds were not protected [40]. Devlin thus thinks that immoral
behaviour harms the social cohesion in society and, thereby, appeals to the harm principle. Examples of penal
provisions that are based on legal moralism are: prohibitions on prostitution and bigamy [31].
No writer in legal philosophy denies the validity of the harm principle as a good and relevant reason in
support of a penal provision. Most writers acknowledge the offense principle as well. But legal paternalism and
legal moralism are contested [31]. Feinberg himself thinks that “harm and offense prevention are far and away
the best reasons that can be produced in support of criminal prohibitions, and the only ones that frequently outweigh the case for liberty. (...) The other principles state considerations that are at most sometimes (but rarely)
good reasons (...)” [39].
From an empirical point of view, it can be established that the harm principle is the most commonly
and the most frequently used ground for criminalization. Although there are differences across countries and societies in how criminal behaviors are viewed and treated, the core of the criminal law, across geography and
across time, consists of crimes that produce direct and serious harm to individual persons or groups. The criminal law contains everywhere and at any time penal provisions defining crimes against persons, such as murder,
assault, rape and battery. Almost as non-controversial as these crimes against persons are various crimes against
property, such as theft, arson and fraud [4].9 Penal provisions that are based on the offense principle, legal paternalism or legal moralism deviate across geography and across time.
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It should be added that the criminal law starts to focus less on harm and more on risk, however. This trend is currently
merely visible in the periphery of criminal law. In the Netherlands, for example, local laws have been enacted to ban youths
from the places where they hang around in order to prevent vandalism. If this trend continues, it will sooner or later also
affect the core of the criminal law and make harm a less important ground for criminalization [32].

In conclusion, the following moral principles can help to determine how the penal law should deal with
virtual cybercrime: the harm principle, the offense principle, legal paternalism and legal moralism. In the last
section it was established that it is a necessary condition for a computer-simulated human act or a human act
made possible by computer simulation that satisfies the elements of a crime that it has an extravirtual consequence if it is to be brought under the scope of a penal provision. We can now establish that that is also a sufficient condition if the extravirtual consequence consists of harm (to another or to the self), offense or an evil of
another kind. Yet the question arises when computer-simulated human acts or human acts made possible by
computer simulation result in harm, offense or evils of other kinds. Answering this question will be the aim of
the next section.

3 When Do Computer-Simulated Human Acts or Human Acts Made Possible by
Computer Simulation Result in Extravirtual Harm, Offense or Evils of Other Kinds?
In this section I will take a so-called top-down approach10: I will apply the harm principle, the offense principle,
legal paternalism and legal moralism to particular examples of computer-simulated human acts or human acts
made possible by computer simulation that fall under these principles. That way I show when computer-simulated human acts or human acts made possible by computer simulation result in extravirtual harm (to others or to
the self), offense or evils of other kinds.
3.1 Can Computer-Simulated Human Acts or Human Acts, Made Possible by Computer-Simulation
Result in Extravirtual Harm to Others?
As was mentioned in the last section, Feinberg defines harm, for the purposes of the harm principle, as a wrongful setback to a (welfare) interest. This section will aim to answer the question when a computer-simulated
human act or a human act made possible by computer simulation causes a wrongful setback to a welfare interest.
Before answering this question, it is important to point at two supplementary principles that guide the
application of the harm principle in practical contexts, however.
First, the harm principle makes sure that the criminal law does not concern itself with trivia. The harm
principle can only be invoked if enough well-being is under threat [31]. But how great must the infliction upon a
welfare interest be in order for the harm principle to warrant the criminal law to prevent it? According to Holtug, the harm principle involves a sliding threshold, such that the quantity of well-being that is under threat varies proportionally with the severity of the coercion in question. For example, there must be more well-being under threat to legitimate a prison sentence than a small fine [35]. If the amount of well-being that is under threat
is so minor it cannot even legitimate the imposition of a small fine, the harm principle cannot be invoked at all.
Second, and this supplementary principle is closely connected to the first, the application of the harm
principle requires a conception of normalcy. “It is the person of normal vulnerability whose interests are to be
protected by coercive power; the person who, figuratively speaking, can be blown over by a sneeze cannot demand that other people's vigorous but normally harmless activities be suspended by government power” [31].
But what is a person of normal vulnerability? Since people and their situations differ, the amount of their wellbeing that is affected by a certain harmful act can vary. This problem is of crucial importance with regard to interactions in the virtual realm, because one generally does not know who the other person behind the screen is
and, therefore, it is even more difficult than in the non-virtual world to estimate to which degree a certain harmful act affects the well-being of the other person.
The criminal law solves the above-mentioned problem by positing a “standard person” who is to be
protected from “standard forms of harm” to “standard [welfare] interests” [31]. It was established in the last section that the core of the criminal law protects interests of personality and interests of property. According to
Feinberg standard interests of personality include absence of harmful bodily contacts or the apprehension thereof, freedom from confinement and absence of emotional distress. Interests of property include the exclusive enjoyment and possession of land, chattels and other material resources and their good physical condition. Other
legally protectable interests are: interests in privacy and interests in reputation. Not all countries protect the latter interests by means of the criminal law, however, some protect them instead by compelling compensation for
harm to them under civil law. Finally, as was mentioned earlier, the criminal law often does not only protect individual interests, but also public interests, such as the interest in a clean environment and the interest in economic and political stability [31].
Standard inflictions upon interests of personality consist of harm to a person's bodily health through
e.g. murder or assault; harm to a person’s mental health through e.g. harassment; diminutions of a person's security by the creation of threats or dangers and reductions of a person's liberty of movement through abduction
or false imprisonment. Standard inflictions upon interests of property consist of depletion of a person's material
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resources through e.g. theft, arson or fraud. Standard inflictions upon interests in privacy consist of intrusions
upon solitude e.g. through “stalking” or unpermitted disclosure of intimacies e.g. through unlawful filming. It
should be added that the precise definition of “stalking” differs from country to country, but in general terms it
can be described as unwanted, repeated intrusions (e.g. surveillance) and communications (e.g. phone calls, letters, gifts) that are inflicted upon a victim. Standard inflictions upon interests in reputation consist of false statements of fact about a person made in public (defamation). Defamation encompasses both libel and slander: libel
refers to written statements or visual depictions, slander refers to verbal statements and gestures. Finally, standard inflictions upon public interests, such as the interest in a clean environment and the interest in economic
and political stability consist of, respectively, environmental crimes (e.g. pollution); certain economic crimes
(e.g. counterfeiting and smuggling) and crimes against the state (e.g. treason, rioting and obstruction of justice)
[31,7]. Below it will be examined which of these standard forms of harm to standard welfare interests can be
caused by computer-simulated human acts or human acts made possible by computer simulation.
Although it seems improbable at first sight, a computer-simulated human act or a human act made possible by computer simulation may result in harm to a person's bodily health. Consider the following example. In
2008 hackers intruded into the nonprofit Epilepsy Foundation's website and posted a message with a legitimate
sounding-title. Users who clicked on the post were redirected to a page with a computer-generated animation
that consisted of a pattern of squares rapidly flashing in different colors, which was designed to trigger seizures
in both photosensitive and pattern-sensitive epileptics. Several epilepsy patients were affected [42]. This was
possibly the first assault made possible by computer simulation and, to my knowledge, the only one. A
computer-simulated human act could do the same type of harm if a user of a virtual environment, e.g.
SecondLife or MSN Messenger, would, by the press of a button, make such a computer-generated animation
designed to trigger seizures appear on the screen of another user, being a photo- and pattern-sensitive epileptic.
Much more often than harm to the bodily health of a person, computer-simulated human acts do harm
to the “bodily health”11 of a person's avatar. For example, a person can use his or her avatar to kill, assault, rape
or torture another person's avatar. This results in (intravirtual) harm to the bodily health of the avatar, but does
not do (extravirtual) harm to the bodily health of the person him- or herself. Several authors [43,44,45] argue
that the computer-simulated human act of harming the bodily health of an avatar may not do harm to the bodily
health of the person behind it, but can result in harm to that person's mental health. When a person is emotionally engaged in the virtual environment, because s/he is attached to and identifies with his or her avatar, bodily
harm done to the avatar is felt as mental harm to the person [45]. A person whose avatar is raped, for example,
can feel sexually harassed. Note that this is one of the special cases as were discussed in section 2.1.1 where a
computer-simulated human act (X) satisfies the elements of one crime intravirtually and, thereby, satisfies the
elements of another crime extravirtually and, therefore, counts as crime Y in the context of its virtual environment (C) and as crime Z in the context of the non-virtual world (C).
It should be added that a computer-simulated human act causing harm to a person's mental health is not
necessarily aimed at the bodily health of that person's avatar; it can also be of a different nature. Consider the
following example. When Ailin Graef, the woman who became a millionaire by investing in virtual real estate in
SecondLife, appeared through her avatar on a chat show in the virtual world of SecondLife to talk about her success, the event was sabotaged by a group of other users. For fifteen minutes, Graef’s avatar was swarmed by flying pink penises and photographs of Graef herself that were digitally altered to make her look like she was holding a giant penis. Graef felt sexually harassed [46]. It is important to note that, in this case, the sexual harassment within the virtual world of SecondLife spilled into the non-virtual world, because the identity of the person
behind the avatar was known to the perpetrators. The harassment was not aimed at Graef's avatar (intravirtual),
but at Graef herself (extravirtual). This became especially clear, because a photograph of Graef was used.
Mental harm to persons is not only done by computer-simulated human acts, but also by human acts
made possible by computer simulation. For example, many virtual worlds (e.g. SecondLife and World of Warcraft) provide a chat interface, which users can abuse to send harassing messages to other users through their
avatars. It should be added that harassment cannot only cause harm to the mental health of victims, it can also
cause a diminution of the victim’s security, if the harassment consists of threats. It is important to highlight that
the harassment should be aimed at the user of the virtual world, not at the user's avatar. As became clear earlier,
this can only be the case when the identity of the person behind the avatar is known to the perpetrator(s). It may
be that the person behind the avatar has revealed his or her own identity, for instance in a chat conversation. It
may also be that the perpetrator has unlawfully accessed the personal details of the person behind the avatar, e.g.
by means of hacking.
It seems implausible that a computer-simulated human act or a human act made possible by computer
simulation can cause extravirtual reductions of a person's liberty of movement through abduction or false im11

The term bodily health is used as a metaphor here. The bodily health of an avatar cannot literally be harmed, because an
avatar does not have a physical body. But an avatar has a virtual body that can be virtually harmed within the virtual environment.

prisonment, at least it is not easy to think of an example. But a computer-simulated human act or a human act
made possible by computer simulation can definitely cause a depletion of a person's material resources through
larceny. I have extensively discussed this issue in another paper [41]. In short, if virtual property is purchased
with funds having extravirtual value (value in the non-virtual world, e.g. pecuniary value), then the extortion
thereof constitutes extravirtual harm.
Computer-simulated human acts or human acts made possible by computer simulation can raise
privacy issues as well. One can, for example, make one's avatar stalk another person's avatar in a virtual world.
This is a computer-simulated human act. One can also think of unauthorized filming within a virtual world. In
SecondLife, for example, it is possible to film. Films made in SecondLife are often put on YouTube. Yet one
could film the private moments of an avatar, for example of the avatar having sex, put the film on YouTube
without permission and, thereby, unpermittedly disclose the avatar's intimacies. This is a human act made
possible by computer simulation. Just like with harassment, stalking or unauthorized filming in the virtual world
can spill into the non-virtual world when the perpetrator knows who the person behind the avatar is. It is
questionable though whether there is enough well-being under threat here to invoke the harm principle.
Computer simulation also offers new possibilities for defamation. Consider the following example. In
2010 a Dutch man was convicted for libel because he had put a digitally altered image of the then Prime Minister Balkenende online that depicted him, among other things, with a Hitler moustache and swastika's [47]. One
can also think of the defamation of avatars here, for example by means of a written statement on an Internet forum. Contrary to harassment, stalking or unauthorized filming of an avatar, defamation of an avatar cannot only
take effect in the non-virtual world when other users know who the person behind the avatar is. Some people
make money through their avatars, think for example of the earlier mentioned case of Ailin Graef, who became
a millionaire by investing in virtual real estate in SecondLife through her avatar Anshe Chung. If someone
would make a false statement of fact about Anshe Chung, for example that she is involved in virtual real estate
fraud, and because of that no one would be willing to do business with her anymore, Ailin Graef, the woman
behind Anshe Chung, would suffer a non-virtual financial loss.
Finally, computer-simulated human acts or human acts made possible by computer simulation can intrude upon public interests. Counterfeiting, for example, can be made possible by computer simulation, for
people can use graphics software to create false bank notes.
3.2 Can Computer-Simulated Human Acts or Human Acts, Made Possible by Computer-Simulation
Result in Extravirtual Offense?
In the last section it was established that Feinberg defines offense as a disliked mental state caused by the
wrongful conduct of others. Offensive conduct of others is wrongful if it deprives “the unwilling spectators of
the power to determine for themselves whether or not to undergo a certain experience” [33]. According to
Feinberg examples of penal provisions that are based on the offense principle are: prohibitions on open
lewdness, indecent exposure, solicitation, activities and materials offensive to religious or patriotic sensibilities
(e.g. blasphemous materials), racial and ethnic slurs and the distribution or sale of pornography [31]. Weckert,
who has done extensive research on offense on the internet, divides the aforementioned offensive behaviors into
three categories. The first category concerns things that are not necessarily directed at any person or group. This
category includes indecent exposure and solicitation. It actually also includes the sale and distribution of
pornography, but Weckert has excluded pornography from his categorization, because it raises issues of its own
[48]. The second category concerns the ridiculing or criticizing of beliefs and commitments. This category
includes activities and materials offensive to religious or patriotic sensibilities. The last category concerns
offense taken at language that is racist or sexist or denigrates people with mental or physical disabilities or the
victims of accidents or crimes. This category includes racial and ethnic slurs. It may also include open lewdness
insofar as the lewdness denigrates people with mental or physical disabilities or the victims of accidents or
crimes [48].
Weckert claims that only the last category of offensive behaviors should be restricted on the Internet.
This claim can be explained as follows. As was mentioned in the last section, Feinberg thinks that we have to
balance he seriousness of the offense caused (e.g. its intensity and duration) against the independent
reasonableness (avoidability) of the offender’s conduct when we invoke the offense principle. Weckert points
out that most offenses on the Internet can easily be avoided. If one is offended by the content of a certain
website, e.g. because it contains materials that one considers blaspheme, one can simply choose not to visit that
website. This would be different if one was confronted with the offensive material every time one logged on to
the Internet, say by a particular welcoming message or the wording of an image or icon. And it would definitely
be different if one was confronted with the offensive material on the road one has to pass on one's way to work,
e.g. on a billboard. Given the high degree of avoidability of offense on the Internet, only very serious offenses
can tip the scales so that the offense principle can be invoked. As Weckert explains, only offenses from the third
category are serious enough to do that. They are, contrary to offenses from the first category, aimed directly at

(a group of) persons. They also differ from offenses from the second category, since they offend because of
characteristics over which people do not have control, such as race, gender and physical appearance, where
offenses from the first category offend because of characteristics over which people have at least some control,
such as political and religious beliefs. Offenses from the third category are thus the most serious types of
offenses because they single out individuals or groups by characteristics which they have no power to change
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and, therefore, there is reason to restrict them on the Internet [48].
Weckert's argument does not only make sense with regard to human acts involving the use of the Internet in general, it also applies to computer-simulated human acts and human acts, made possible by computersimulation specifically. The degree of avoidability with regard to computer-simulated human acts or human acts
made possible by computer simulation is high, because one has the choice not to participate in a certain virtual
world known for its offensiveness. Of course, this argument is the strongest with regard to virtual worlds with a
pre-designed content. In virtual worlds where users themselves shape the virtual world, such as SecondLife, it
might be problematic for new users to know whether or not they will find (an area of) the virtual world offensive. But ultimately, one can always turn off the computer. So, here also only offenses from the third category
are serious enough to tip the scales and invoke the offense principle. Such offenses, i.e. racial or ethnic slurs and
open lewdness insofar as it denigrates people with mental or physical disabilities or the victims of accidents or
crimes, are most likely to consist of comments, suggestions, requests, proposals or other communications in an
environment made possible by computer simulation, e.g. a computer game with chat function. But they can also
consist of computer simulated images [48]. In the United Kingdom, for instance, a man was sentenced to 300
hours of community service, because he had posted an offensive digitally altered image of a teenage shooting
victim on Facebook [50]. The aforementioned acts are all human acts made possible by computer simulation.
Computer-simulated human acts can produce offenses from the third category as well. Think, for instance, of a
person who makes his or her avatar do the Nazi salute when it meets a black avatar in a virtual world. No matter
whether the person behind the avatar is black him- or herself, he or she can take offense.
It becomes clear here that offense in the virtual realm differs in one important aspect from harm in the
virtual realm: contrary to harm, we cannot distinguish between intra- and extravirtual offense. In section 2.2.1
harm was defined as a wrongful setback to an interest. As was established in section 3.1, a wrongful setback to
an interest can be either intra- or extravirtual. Sometimes, an intravirtual wrongful setback to one interest counts
as an extravirtual wrongful setback to another interest. As was mentioned above, offense can be defined as a disliked mental state, caused by the wrongful conduct of others. A disliked mental state can only be extravirtual,
because it concerns a human being and human beings are necessarily extravirtual. An extravirtual disliked mental state can be caused either by intra- or extravirtual wrongful conduct of others, but that does not make a difference for the disliked mental state: one can be as offended by seeing an avatar doing the Nazi salute in the virtual world of a computer game (intravirtual wrongful conduct) as by being shown an offensive (digitally altered)
image in the non-virtual world (extravirtual wrongful conduct).
3.3 Can Computer-Simulated Human Acts or Human Acts, Made Possible by Computer-Simulation
Result in Extravirtual Harm to the Self ?
As was established in the last section, the criminal law does not only outlaw behaviors that harm others, but also
behaviors that harm the self. Penal provisions that prohibit behaviors that inflict harm upon the self are called
paternalistic. There are two kinds of paternalistic penal provisions: provisions that prohibit certain kinds of
behavior, such as the use of psychoactive drugs and gambling, and provisions that require certain kinds of
behavior, enforced by criminal sanctions, such as that motorcyclists wear crash helmets and that motorists use
seat belts [31]. Most of these penal provisions can, however, also be defended on the ground that social harm
needs to be prevented generally, because there is always a public interest involved, at least to a small extent,
when people harm themselves, e.g. the tax money spent on healthcare costs [36].
In section 3.1 we distinguished different types of harm, i.e. harm to a person's bodily or mental health;
diminutions of a person's security by the creation of threats or dangers; reductions of a person's liberty of movement through abduction or false imprisonment; depletion of a person's material resources; violations of a person's privacy; defamation and inflictions upon public interests, such as the interest in a clean environment and
the interest in economic and political stability. Not all of these types of harm can be inflicted upon the self. Public harms are singled out by definition. It also seems implausible that a person reduces his or her own liberty of
movement through abduction or false imprisonment or that a person violates his or her own privacy. Yet the
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If the “unwilling spectator” is a child, there might also be reason to restrict indecent exposure, which belongs to the first
category of offenses, on the Internet. That is because for children the degree of avoidability of such an offense is lower,
especially when an adult persuades them to watch [37]. One could argue, however, that indecent exposure of an adult to a
child does not constitute offense, but mental harm and that thus the harm principle instead of the offense principle should be
invoked.

question arises which harms inflicted upon the self can constitute crimes. As will be explained below, Dworkin
provides an answer to this question.
In his influential 1972 article on paternalism [38], Gerald Dworkin lists the following eleven examples
of paternalistic interferences by law:
“Laws requiring motorcyclists to wear safety helmets when operating their machines.
Laws forbidding persons from swimming at a public beach when lifeguards are not on duty.
Laws making suicide a criminal offense.
Laws making it illegal for women and children to work at certain types of jobs.
Laws regulating certain kinds of sexual conduct, e.g. homosexuality among consenting adults in private.
Laws regulating the use of certain drugs which may have harmful consequences to the user but do not lead to antisocial conduct.
7. Laws requiring a license to engage in certain professions with those not receiving a license subject to fine or jail
sentence if they do engage in the practice.
8. Laws compelling people to spend a specified fraction of their income on the purchase of retirement annuities.
(Social Security)
9. Laws forbidding various forms of gambling (often justified on the grounds that the poor are more likely to throw
away their money on such activities than the rich who can afford to).
10. Laws regulating the maximum rates of interest for loans.
11. Laws against dueling.”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Not all of these examples concern the criminal law. The fourth, eighth and tenth example concern laws that are
generally not part of the criminal law. With regard to the fifth example, it should be added that most countries
have repealed their laws against homosexuality. The other examples all concern penal provisions that protect
people from harm to their bodily health inflicted by themselves, except for laws forbidding various forms of
gambling, which protect people from depletion of material resources inflicted by themselves.
As the seventh example shows, the class of people whose welfare interests are protected does not need
to be identical with the class of people being coerced. In the case of professional licensing it is the practitioner's
freedom which is directly interfered with and it is the would-be patient or client whose welfare interests are presumably being served. This can be called “impure paternalism” [38]. It might be thought that it is superfluous to
distinguish impure paternalism, because any such case could be brought under the scope of the harm principle.
The difference between instances of impure paternalism and instances of harm to others is, however, that in the
former but not in the latter cases the harm is of such a nature that it could be avoided by the individuals affected
if they so choose. In the case of professional licensing, the practitioner is coerced so that the would-be patient or
client cannot choose to be treated be an unlicensed practitioner, which might cause (bodily)harm.
I will now establish which of the paternalistic laws that Dworkin mentions are applicable to computersimulated human acts or human acts, made possible by computer simulation. One can think of a computersimulated equivalent of most of the (potentially) self-harming prohibited human activities mentioned above.
One can, for example, make an avatar drive a motorcycle without a safety helmet, swim at an unguarded beach
or commit suicide. And as was mentioned in section 2.1.1 people can use a drug called “Seclimine” through
their avatars within the virtual world of SecondLife. Also, many multiplayer computer games, e.g. World of
Warcraft, allow players to duel against each other through their avatars. But the aforementioned activities only
endanger the (intravirtual) bodily health of the avatar; they do not endanger the (extravirtual) bodily health of
the person behind it and can, therefore, not be brought under the scope of the paternalistic laws prohibiting there
non-virtual equivalents. The only computer-simulated human act that can actually cause extravirtual harm to the
self and can thus be brought under the scope of a paternalistic law is the act of gambling on a virtual slot
machine. As was already discussed in section 2.1.1, the computer-simulated human act of gambling on a virtual
slot machine can be brought under the scope of the prohibition on gambling because it involves real, non-virtual
money and can thus cause a depletion of a person's material resources in the non-virtual world.
I can also think of an example of a human act made possible by computer simulation that can cause
extravirtual bodily harm to the self and can, therefore, be brought under the scope of one of the paternalistic
laws as distinguished by Dworkin. Unlicensed practice of medicine can be made possible by the Internet and, as
will be explained later, also by computer simulation. People make use of the Internet as a source of health
information and sometimes engage in what has been called “do-it-yourself-healthcare” [51]. Medical research
shows that this can have harmful consequences [52]. That is because it is difficult to control the reliability of
health information on the Internet, since there is no system of licensing or another form of authorization
available online [51]. So far, one fatal case of do-it-yourself-healthcare by the use of health information on the
Internet has been reported. A 55-year-old man with cancer found information on the Internet that promoted the
use of a certain medicine for cancer treatment. After self-medicating for four months with the medicine, which
he had obtained from an alternative medicine website, he died. Autopsy findings suggested an adverse reaction
from the use of the medicine [52]. In the metaverse of SecondLife one can find several virtual hospitals. In some
of them users can also consult a virtual doctor through their avatars. Here, the reliability problem arises as well.

After all, it is difficult to establish whether or not the person behind the virtual doctor is a licensed doctor. Thus,
if a user of SecondLife takes a medical advice from a virtual doctor, this can be as dangerous for his or her
health as relying on health information on the Internet. Therefore, the paternalistic law prohibiting unlicensed
practice of medicine is in principle applicable.
The above-mentioned example of extravirtual harm to the self made possible by computer-simulation
might be a little far-fetched. After all, it is about a non-virtual human being in the non-virtual world who takes a
medical advice that is obtained in a virtual environment. A much clearer example of extravirtual harm to the self
made possible by computer simulation would be computer and video game addiction, which seems to be a growing problem and is associated with a range of mental and bodily health problems, such as sleep deprivation,
social isolation, neglect of personal hygiene and failure to eat regularly. People are not protected against the
harmful consequences of excessive gaming by a paternalistic law, however: although there are laws prohibiting
the sale of certain (merely violent) computer games to minors, there are no laws prohibiting people to (excessively) play computer games.
3.4 Can Computer-Simulated Human Acts or Human Acts, Made Possible by Computer-Simulation
Result in Extravirtual Evils of Other Kinds?
As was established in the last section, (pure) legal moralism entails that it is legitimate to prohibit conduct on
the ground that it is inherently immoral, although it causes neither harm ( to the actor or to others) nor offense.
Examples of penal provisions that are based on legal moralism are: prohibitions on deviant sexual activities,
such as prostitution and bigamy, provided that they are “harmless (because voluntary or consented to) and
unoffen- ding (because not forced on the attention of unwilling observers)” [39]. Note that there is much
inconsistency as to prohibitions that are based upon legal moralism, because they are the product of a society's
values and religious principles and are, therefore, more idiosyncratic in nature [7]. In the Netherlands, for
example, prostitution is legal. And in Morocco, for instance, bigamy is not prohibited.
One can find a computer-simulated variant of prostitution in the metaverse of SecondLife. Some people
sell sex through their avatars there. They usually work for a virtual escort service or a virtual bordello. Like in
the non-virtual world, they charge their clients for their services and give the owner of the escort service or bordello a percentage of their earnings. Virtual prostitution differs essentially from non-virtual prostitution, however, since no sexual activity actually occurs; it is a computer-generated animation of sex. Therefore, virtual
prostitution can better be described as pornography than as prostitution [4]. Virtual prostitution is thus one of the
special cases as were discussed in section 2.1.1 where a computer-simulated human act (X) satisfies the elements of one crime intravirtually and, thereby, satisfies the elements of another crime extravirtually and, therefore, counts as crime Y in the context of its virtual environment (C) and as crime Z in the context of the non-virtual world (C). Because virtual prostitution counts as pornography in the non-virtual world the traditional concerns about morality that historically gave rise to the criminalization of prostitution do not apply [4]. The
offense principle, which generally offers ground to prohibit pornography, cannot be invoked either, however. As
was established in section 3.2 , we have to balance the seriousness of the offense caused against the independent
reasonableness (avoidability) of the offender’s conduct when we invoke the offense principle. In the virtual
realm, the degree of avoidability is generally high. Therefore, only the most serious offenses can tip the scales
so that the offense principle can be invoked. In section 3.2 it was explained that pornography is not a serious
enough offense that is to do that.
Bigamy can also occur in SecondLife. Although the ceremonies are not legally binding, people can
marry each other through their avatars there. People who are already married in the non-virtual world can,
through their avatars, marry the avatar of a person who is not their spouse. They find themselves engaged in
“cross-world bigamy” [4]. People can also marry more than one avatar, which constitutes intravirtual bigamy.
Neither cross-world bigamy, nor intravirtual bigamy can be brought under the scope of the prohibition on bigamy, however, since the law does not recognize SecondLife unions [4]. And, therefore, the underlying traditional concerns about morality that historically gave rise to the criminalization of bigamy do not apply either.
Prostitution or bigamy cannot be made possible by computer simulation, at least it is difficult to think
of examples. Thus, neither of Feinberg's examples of penal provisions that are based upon legal moralism are
applicable to the virtual realm. Nevertheless, I can think of two examples of prohibitions on human acts made
possible by computer simulation that do seem to be based on legal moralism. The first example is the
prohibition on the production, distribution and possession of virtual pornography involving sex with animals
that some countries (e.g. the Netherlands) apply. Just like the virtual child pornographic images that were
discussed in section 1.2.1 they are either morphed pictures or entirely computer-generated images. Since neither
animals nor humans of flesh and blood are involved in its production, virtual pornography involving sex with
animals cannot constitute harm to either of them. I have not found evidence that it would constitute harm to
people who willingly choose to watch these images themselves either. And as long as it is distributed among
individuals, which is the case, and is not made publicly accessible, there are no unwilling spectators who can be

offended by it. However, Feinberg distinguishes a special class of cases where we are offended at the “bare
thought” that the conduct occurs [39]. I think that the production, distribution and possession of virtual
pornography involving sex with animals belongs to this special class of cases. According to Feinberg, conduct
that offends at bare thought is found offensive, because it is judged to be immoral. Therefore, it should not be
brought under the scope of the offense principle, but under the scope of legal moralism instead [39]. The second
example is the prohibition on the production, distribution and possession of virtual child pornography. This
example is more controversial than the first. I have written extensively on this topic in another paper [49]. In
this paper I argue, in short, that virtual child pornography does not do harm to others, because, contrary to nonvirtual child pornography, no actual children are involved in the production. 13 It does not do harm to the self
either. Except for very rare cases in which virtual child pornography is aimed at children and instructs them how
to perform certain sexual activities, there is not enough evidence that it would encourage or seduce children into
participating in sexual contacts with adults, neither is there is enough evidence that it would encourage or
seduce peadophiles to commit child abuse [49]. And virtual child pornography cannot be brought under the
scope of the offense principle, because it is not traded in public, but secretly among peadophiles, and, therefore,
there are no unwilling spectators who are deprived of the power to determine for themselves whether or not to
see these images. I think that the production, distribution and possession of virtual child pornography offends at
bare thought, because it is judged to be immoral. In my paper I have claimed that virtual child pornographic
images are generally judged to be immoral, because they flout our sexual mentality, which is based on the
equality norm, for sex between adults and children is per definition unequal [49]. The production, distribution
and possession of virtual child pornography thus results in an evil of another kind than harm (to others or to the
self) or offense.
3.5 Some Short Comments on What the Future Holds
In the sections 1.2.1 and 3.1 it was noted that virtual reality technologies will probably allow for new possibilities to do harm to others when they become multi-accessible in the future. In this subsection I will first describe
what kind of new possibilities for human action virtual reality technologies might allow for in the future. Then I
will establish how they can be harmful to others. Next I will examine whether or not virtual reality technologies
could also increase the possibilities to give offense, do harm to the self or to act inherently immoral.
Philip Zhai has written a “philosophical adventure” in which he explores, from a theoretical point of
view, what kind of human experiences virtual reality technologies might allow for in the future [53]. Zhai explains that state-of-the-art virtual reality technologies entail the following. One wears a helmet or goggles and
earphones so that one is not able to see anything except 3-D animated video images on two small screens in
front of one's eyes; nor does one hear anything except sounds from the earphones. One also wears a bodysuit,
including gloves, that gives different amounts of pressure against different parts of one's body that are in accordance with one's changing video and audio sensations. Moreover one is situated in a motion-tracker that detects
one's movements and feeds the signals into the computer that also processes all the visual and audio information
so that the computer can coordinate one's movements with the images one sees and the sounds one hears. This
way one is fully immersed in a virtual world, where the goggles are equivalent to one's eyes and the body suit is
equivalent to one's skin [53].
In the virtual world one can encounter all kinds of virtual things that are the result of digital programming. One can perceive rocks, trees, animals etc., with which one can interact. One can, for example, pet an animal and the glove one wears will give sensory feedback so that it feels like one is really petting an animal. The
virtual rocks, trees and animals one perceives may be equal to the rocks, trees and animals one has seen before
in the non-virtual world, but they may also be different. It may be, for instance, that if one lifts one of the rocks
it feels like it weighs as much as a rock would weigh in the non-virtual world, but it may also be that it feels like
the rock is weightless. In the virtual world one can also meet other human beings. They may be virtual human
beings whose behavior is totally programmed by the computer. But they may also be the virtual representations
of persons who are wired to the same computer as one is oneself. When one interacts with them, one does not
only get the sensory feedback belonging to the act oneself, but they also get the sensory feedback from the
bodysuit and gloves they are wearing. One can, for example, shake hands with the virtual representation of another person wired to the same computer and this information is transformed and transmitted to (the glove worn
by) the other person so that s/he feels like his or her hand is shaken. And much more complicated interactions
are possible. Zhai, for example, describes how two persons wired to the same computer could have sex through
“a seamless combination of digital simulation, sensory immersion, and functional teleoperation” [53].
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Note that child pornography differs essentially from adult pornography because children cannot consent to sex. Sex with
children is, therefore, always considered abuse or rape. Child pornography is thus a recording of abuse and rape and is prohibited on the ground that it harms children and not on the ground that it is offensive.

Zhai does not think that human interactions mediated by virtual reality technologies can be harmful. He
states: “(...) in the virtual world, nobody can physically affect us in a way our self-managed program does not
allow. We set the limit in the infrastructure to prevent any serious injury.” [53]. But what if a user hacks the program of another user and changes the settings? Then one could hit, kick or otherwise physically hurt the virtual
representation of the other person wired to the same computer as oneself and the other person would get painful
sensory feedback through his or her bodysuit. One would even be able to kill the other person when one would,
for example, be able to impose an electric shock on him or her through the bodysuit. Bodily harm to the other
person could also be done without being wired to the same computer oneself: one could hack into the program
of a user of a virtual reality technology and add to it a virtual human being that hits, kicks or does another kind
of bodily harm. To sum up, virtual reality technologies could allow for increased possibilities to do bodily harm
to others through computer-simulated human acts or human acts made possible by computer simulation in the
future. Yet the question arises whether or not virtual reality technologies could also allow for new possibilities
to give offense, to inflict harm upon the self or to act inherently immoral.
It seems implausible that virtual reality technologies would allow for possibilities to give offense in the
future that differ essentially from the possibilities that computer simulation offers already. It was established in
section 3.2 that offense in the virtual realm differs in one important aspect from harm in the virtual realm, because, contrary to harm, we cannot distinguish between intra- and extravirtual offense. It was explained that offense is a disliked mental state, caused by the wrongful conduct of others. And that a disliked mental state can
only be extravirtual, because it concerns a human being and human beings are necessarily extravirtual. An extravirtual disliked mental state can be caused either by intra- or extravirtual wrongful conduct of others, but that
does not make a difference for the disliked mental state. Virtual reality technologies increase the possibilities for
intravirtual human acts to have extravirtual consequences. But since in the case of offense the consequence, a
disliked mental state, is necessarily extravirtual, virtual reality technologies do not increase the possibilities to
give offense.
Virtual reality technologies could allow for new possibilities to do harm to the self though. As was established above they could offer their users possibilities for hitting, kicking or otherwise physically hurting each
other. Virtual reality technologies might, therefore, be used for dueling. They could also provide new ways to
commit suicide, e.g. by imposing a fatal electric shock on oneself through one's body suit. Virtual reality technologies might be used for unlicensed practice of medicine as well. But I do not think that they will offer
possibilities that differ essentially from the possibilities that computer simulation offers already. The same goes
for gambling. It seems implausible that virtual reality technologies could increase the possibilities for other
types of harm to the self. They may give one the impression that one, for example, drives on a motorcycle
without a safety helmet, swims at an unguarded beach or is under the influence of drugs. But such impressions
do not pose real risks to one's bodily health and there is thus no reason to bring them under the scope of the
criminal law.
Finally, virtual reality technologies could also allow for new possibilities for inherently immoral behavior. In section 3.4 it was stated that neither prostitution nor bigamy, Feinberg's examples of inherently immoral
behavior, can currently be made possible by computer simulation. Virtual reality technology could make both
possible in the future. As was mentioned above, Zhai claims that people might be able to have sex in the virtual
world in the future. If so, they can also sell sex and thus prostitute themselves in the virtual world. And bigamy
could also be made possible by virtual reality technologies in the future. In several countries, including the
Netherlands, it is allowed to marry by proxy. One can marry someone who has consented to the marriage, but is
not able to attend the ceremony, for instance because s/he is far abroad and not able to come over for the marriage. In other words, one marries at a distance. Virtual reality technologies could be used for marriage by
proxy. Wearing the goggles, earphones, body suit and glove two persons wired to the same computer could say
yes to, exchange a ring with and kiss a virtual representation of each other and the devices would make them
hear “yes”, make them feel like they have a ring put around their finger and make them sense like they are
kissed. Once virtual reality technologies will be used for marriage by proxy, bigamy through virtual reality
technology will also be possible.

4 Conclusion
In this paper I have studied the question when virtual cybercrime should be brought under the scope of the criminal law. The paper consists of three parts. The first part of the paper is an empirical exploration; in this part I
have examined what virtual cybercrime is and how, if at all, it is treated within existing legal systems. The
second part of the paper is a philosophical analysis; in this part I have established, drawing from ontology and
legal philosophy, what the necessary and sufficient conditions are for virtual cybercrime to obtain in order to
count as crime under existing law. The third part of the paper is a moral evaluation; in this part I have studied
when virtual cybercrime meets the aforementioned criteria.

In the first part of the paper I have defined cybercrime as any new or different human act that is carried
out through the use of computers or computer networks and is prohibited by the enactment of a new or the extension of an existing law. I have pointed out that it differs from country to country which behaviors involving
the use of computers or computer networks are outlawed, but that the Convention on Cybercrime, its Additional
Protocol and the Convention on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse
provide a list of new and different human acts involving the use of computers or computer networks that are
commonly prohibited. This list includes: illegal access, illegal interception, data interference, system interference, misuse of devices, computer-related forgery, computer-related fraud, offences related to child pornography, offences related to infringements of copyright and related rights, acts of a racist and xenophobic nature
that are committed through computer systems and “grooming.” The first five offence categories concern new
forms of human activity that did not exist before the advent of computers and computer networks. That is
because they can only be carried out through the use of computers or computer networks. The next offence
categories concern traditional crimes where computers or computer networks are used as a tool to commit the
crime in a different way.
Subsequently, I have described virtual cybercrime as cybercrime that is carried out through the use of a
specific feature of computers and computer networks, namely computer simulation. It consists of a computersimulated human act or a human act made possible by computer simulation. Contrary to ordinary cybercrime,
virtual cybercrime does not concern new human activities; only different human activities. Therefore, it requires
legislators to extend existing laws, but not to enact new ones. In sum, virtual cybercrime can be defined as a
computer-simulated human act or a human act made possible by computer simulation that is prohibited by the
extension of an existing law. It was established that the scope of virtual cybercrime is unclear, however.
Currently, the production, possession and distribution of virtual child pornography is the only virtual cybercrime
that is commonly prohibited, although not as commonly as non-virtual child pornography. Putative virtual
cybercrimes are, for example, virtual rape, virtual killing and theft of virtual items.
In the second part of the paper I have explained that an empirical study of the law does not suffice to
answer the question what the necessary and sufficient conditions are for a computer-simulated human act or a
human act made possible by computer simulation to obtain in order to be prohibited under existing law, since
the production, distribution and possession of virtual child pornography is the only virtual cybercrime that is
commonly prohibited and it would be a fallacy to make a general statement about virtual cybercrime on the
basis of one specific instance of virtual cybercrime. Therefore, I have studied virtual cybercrime from a different
point of view. As was stated in the introduction, the study of virtual cybercrime belongs to the field of legal ontology. Applied forms of ontology often put to use the tools of philosophical ontology in order to categorize
things within a specific domain. I made use of this method and put to use the tools of the philosophical ontology
of the American philosopher Searle in order to categorize virtual cybercrime within existing law.
Searle claims that penal provisions generally take the following form: for any x that satisfies a certain
set of conditions p, x has status Y in C. So, following Searle, a particular human act (X) counts as a crime (Y) in
the jurisdiction of a particular country (C) when the set of conditions (p) for that crime has been satisfied. I have
explained that in legal terms the conditions that a human act needs to satisfy in order to count as a crime are
called elements. The specific elements required vary depending on the crime, but there are two basic elements
that are required by each crime: an actus reus (an unlawful act or failure to act) and a mens rea (a blameworthy
mental state, usually it is required that the actor acts knowingly, purposely or recklessly). In fact, all crimes also
require, implicitly or explicitly, that the actus reus must have a certain consequence, e.g. the death or injury of a
person or a loss of property. This common element is called causation.
I have argued that, in the case of virtual cybercrime, the basic elements of a crime can be satisfied intravirtually (within the virtual environment where the act takes place) or extravirtually (outside its virtual environment), except for the element of mens rea, which can only be satisfied extravirtually, since it concerns the human actor, who is necessarily extravirtual. I have established that it is of crucial importance where the element
of causation is satisfied, intravirtually or extravirtually, because it determines the context (C) in which the crime
status (Y) of a computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation (X) holds. A
computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation (X) that satisfies the element of causation (p) intravirtually counts as a crime (Y) only in the context of its virtual environment (C); a
computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation (X) that satisfies the element of causation (p) extravirtually counts as a crime (Y) in the context of the non-virtual world (C). In special
cases a computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation (X) can satisfy the
elements of one crime intravirtually and, thereby, satisfy the elements of another crime extravirtually. Such an
act counts, therefore, as crime Y in the context of its virtual environment (C) and as crime Z in the context of the
non-virtual world (C).
Subsequently I have claimed that the context (C) in which the crime status (Y) of a computer-simulated
human act or human act made possible by computer simulation (X) holds, its virtual environment or the non-virtual world, determines whether or not the act can be included in the scope of an existing penal provision. A

computer-simulated human act or a human act made possible by computer simulation that only counts as a
crime in its virtual environment triggers remedies within that virtual environment, but not penal law. A
computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation that counts as a crime in the
non-virtual world is within the reach of penal law.
To sum up, I think that it is a necessary condition for a computer-simulated human act or a human act
made possible by computer simulation in order to be brought under the scope of the criminal law that it has an
extravirtual consequence, so that it can count as a crime in the non-virtual world, provided that it also satisfies
the (other) elements of a crime. I have explained that it depends on the stand one takes in the legal philosophical
debate between legal positivists and natural law theorists, whether or not that is a sufficient condition as well.
Legal positivists claim that laws may have any content. They would thus say that legislators and judiciaries are
free to bring any computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation that has an
extravirtual consequence and also satisfies the (other) elements of a crime under the scope of penal law. Natural
law theorists would say that legislators and judiciaries can only bring a computer-simulated human act or human act made possible by computer simulation that has an extravirtual consequence under the scope of penal
law if the extravirtual consequence consists of a violation of a moral principle. The contemporary debate on the
content of the law is dominated by the legal philosophers Hart and Dworkin and interpretations of their work.
Their theories have developed such a level of subtlety and sophistication that the traditional labels of legal positivism and natural law theory hardly apply any more. Most legal philosophers would nowadays agree that the
law is open to arguments that are grounded in moral principles, especially with regard to special fields or issues
that are still developing, such as ICT. Taking this assumption as a starting point, I have argued that Feinberg's
liberty-limiting (moral) principles, i.e. the harm principle, the offense principle, legal paternalism and legal moralism, can help to determine how the penal law should deal with virtual cybercrime.
In the third part of the paper I have first established that computer-simulated human acts or human acts
made possible by computer simulation can result in several types of extravirtual harm to others and that they
can, therefore, be brought under the scope of the harm principle. Then I have argued that computer-simulated
human acts or human acts made possible by computer simulation can result in extravirtual offense and that they
can, therefore, be brought under the scope of the offense principle. Next I have claimed that computer-simulated
human acts or human acts made possible by computer simulation can result in a couple of forms of extravirtual
harm to the self and that they can, therefore, be brought under the scope of legal paternalism. Subsequently I
have established that computer-simulated human acts or human acts made possible by computer simulation can
result in extravirtual evils of other kinds and that they can, therefore, be brought under the scope of legal moralism. Last I have argued that, in the future, virtual reality technologies might allow for new possibilities to do
harm (to others or to the self) or to act inherently immoral, but that it seems implausible that virtual reality technologies would allow for possibilities to give offense that differ essentially from the possibilities that computer
simulation offers already. That is because virtual reality technologies increase the possibilities for intravirtual
human acts to have extravirtual consequences. But since in the case of offense the consequence, a disliked mental state, is necessarily extravirtual, virtual reality technologies do not increase the possibilities to give offense.
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